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Polarization-Resolved Modulation Response
of Single-Transverse-Mode Vertical-Cavity

Surface-Emitting Lasers
M. S. Torre and C. Masoller

Abstract—The small-signal modulation response of ver-
tical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) is studied numer-
ically, based on the spin-flip model. A detailed characterization
of the influence of various parameters, such as the dichroism, the
birefringence, the spin-flip rate and the noise level is done. The
analysis is performed in regions of the parameter space where the
operating conditions, in the absence of modulation, are such that
there is either stable single linear polarization, or bistability of two
orthogonal linear polarizations or polarization instability. In the
instability region the intensities of the orthogonal polarizations
display anticorrelated self-sustained oscillations that result in a
complex small-signal modulation response, exhibiting multiple
resonance peaks with frequencies that vary with the injection
current and the spin-flip rate. In contrast, in parameter regions
where there is stable single polarization the modulation response
of the total intensity is as that of a single-mode laser, exhibiting a
conventional single-resonance peak, and is almost not influenced
by the value of the spin-flip rate. Polarization mode-hopping
results in a distortion of the polarization-resolved modulation
response at low frequencies.

Index Terms—Laser diodes, modulation response, polarization
switching, semiconductor lasers, vertical-cavity surface-emitting
lasers (VCSELs).

I. INTRODUCTION

V ERTICAL-CAVITY surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs)
have several characteristics that make them very attrac-

tive light sources for the next generation of Ethernet, local area
networks, and optical interconnects [1], [2]. They have low
threshold currents and circular output beams that result in high
coupling efficiencies into optical fibers. They offer single-lon-
gitudinal-mode emission over a wide mode-hoping-free tuning
range. VCSELs emitting in the long-wavelength-region (1.3
and 1.55 m) have reached a degree of performance which
allows to enter industrial applications, providing cost efficiency
at wavelengths of interest for mature data links and optical fiber
technologies. Room-temperature high-speed and error-free
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data transmission has been demonstrated [3], [4]. Monolithi-
cally integrated one and two dimensional arrays, suitable for
multichannel optical interconnects are being fabricated using
lithographic techniques [5].

The modulation characteristics of free-running and in-
jection-locked VCSELs are nowadays being intensively
investigated [6]. A 40 GHz bandwidth and 64 GHz resonance
frequency was recently reported, for a directly modulated,
injection-locked 1.55 m InGaAlAs–InP buried tunnel junction
VCSEL [7]. Methods for achieving a wide and tailorable mod-
ulation bandwidth are continuously being developed. To poten-
tially achieve ultrahigh modulation bandwidth ( 100 GHz) a
novel configuration of two cascaded injection-locked VCSELs
was recently proposed [8], and a 66 GHz bandwidth was
demonstrated using VCSELs with an original, free-running 10
GHz bandwidth.

Optically injection-locked lasers, both edge-emitting lasers
and VCSELs have, however, the disadvantage of a significant
reduction in the modulation efficiency in between low frequen-
cies and the resonance frequency. Here we propose theoretically
a possible way to engineering the modulation response of VC-
SELs, in the low frequency range, by exploiting the intrinsic
nonlinearities in the interaction of two orthogonal linear polar-
ization modes, that are associated with the same longitudinal
mode and the same fundamental transverse mode of the VCSEL.

A free-running VCSEL is numerically investigated using
the well-known spin-flip model [9]–[11]. The spin-flip model
considers the slowly-varying complex amplitudes of two or-
thogonal circularly polarized components of the optical field,

and , coupled to two carrier densities with opposite
spin value, and . Material and/or cavity anisotropies
(dichroism and birefringence) result in solutions of the model
corresponding to two orthogonal linearly polarized states with
different emission frequencies, referred to as and . In the
parameter space there are domains of bistability, monostability
and polarization instability. Elliptically polarized states are also
possible (both orthogonal linearly polarized states having the
same emission frequency). Our simulations show that inside the
domain of polarization dynamical instability the modulation
response exhibits multiple resonance peaks, whose frequen-
cies vary with the injection current and the spin-flip rate (the
spin-flip rate, , models the equilibration of the populations
with opposite spin, due to a variety of microscopic processes
termed spin-flip relaxation processes, and is temperature depen-
dent). These extra resonances occur for values of the spin-flip
rate that are not too large (typically ns ) and arise
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from anticorrelated self-sustained oscillations of the two linear
polarizations.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of the
modulation response of free-running VCSELs exhibiting a rich
structure due to polarization competition; previously reported
multiresonance peaks arise due to multitransverse mode com-
petition [12]–[15].

We also demonstrate that within regions of stable single po-
larization the modulation response is as that of a single-mode
laser, and is rather unaffected by the value of the spin-flip rate.
In particular, we assess the influence of polarization mode hop-
ping, that occurs in domains of bistability, if spontaneous emis-
sion noise is large enough. We find that polarization hopping
results in a degradation of the flat response at low frequencies.
This distortion is more pronounced in the polarization-resolved
modulation responses, as compared with the distortion in the re-
sponse of the total intensity.

In a previous work [16] we investigated the small and large-
signal response of current-modulated VCSELs employing the
spin-flip model, extended to account for transverse nonuniform
optical modes and the effects of the diffusion of carriers. It is
well-known that transverse inhomogeneities have an important
impact on the small-signal response [14], [17]. A main conclu-
sion in our previous work [16] was that carrier diffusion and
transverse inhomogeneities affect the response of the total inten-
sity, but have little impact on the underlying polarization com-
petition, which is mainly determined by the combined effects of
cavity anisotropies (dichroism and birefringence), saturable dis-
persion (alpha-factor), the spin-flip relaxation rate, and the noise
strength. Thus, here we consider the spin-flip model without ac-
counting for transverse effects. This permits faster numerical
simulations of the model equations, that are cost efficient for
studying the influence of the various parameters that determine
the polarization state of the laser output.

This paper is organized as follows. The model is well-known
and is presented briefly in Section II. Section III presents
the numerically calculated modulation response in different
parameter regions, corresponding to monostability, bistability
and instability. The influence of various model parameters (the
dichroism, the birefringence, the spin-flip rate and the noise
strength) is discussed. Section IV contains a summary and the
conclusions.

II. THE MODEL

The rate equations for the linearly polarized slowly-varying
complex amplitudes, and , the total carrier density,

, and the carrier difference, (where
and are two carrier populations with positive and negative
spin value) are [9]–[11]

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Here is the field decay rate, is the decay rate of the total
carrier population, is the spin-flip rate (which accounts for
the mixing of carrier populations with different spins), the
linewidth enhancement factor, and are linear anisotro-
phies (representing dichroism and birefringence), and is the
normalized injection current parameter (the static threshold is

). The current parameter is modulated in time as

(5)

where is the dc-value, is the modulation depth and
is the modulation frequency.

In the absence of current modulation, the steady-state solu-
tions of the model corresponding to linearly polarized states are

(6)

and

(7)

where , , and
. Solutions corresponding to elliptically polarized

states also exist [10]. The linear stability analysis reveals that the
parameter space divides into regions of mono-stability (only one
linear polarization is stable), regions of bistability (both linear
polarizations are stable), and regions of polarization instability
(both linear polarizations are unstable). In the following sec-
tion we simulate the model equations considering a small am-
plitude current modulation and analyze the modulation response
in these different regions.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We simulated the model equations with typical VCSEL pa-
rameters [10], [19]–[21]: ns ,
ns . The noise level, unless otherwise stated, is
ns . We use two sets of parameters for the linear anisotrophies:

ns and 100 rad/ns. gives the
polarization, that is the high-frequency polarization, a lower

threshold; gives the low-frequency polarization a
lower threshold. The two values of represent small and large
birefringent VCSELs (the frequency split between the two linear
polarizations being about 1 and 30 GHz respectively). and
are combined such as to consider parameters where there is non-
trivial polarization dynamics.

1) For negative dichroism the low frequency polarization
turns-on at threshold and, if is small enough, a polar-
ization switching (PS) to the high frequency polarization
occurs for increasing injection current. This PS has been
referred to as type II [18].

2) For positive dichroism the high frequency polarization
turns-on at threshold and, if is large enough, a PS to the
low frequency polarization occurs for increasing injec-
tion current (type I PS [18]).
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Fig. 1. Stability regions of the linearly polarized solutions. (a) � � ���� ns � � � � rad/ns. (b) � � ��� ns � � � ��� rad/ns. The dashed lines indicate
the regions studied numerically.

Fig. 1(a) and (b) displays the linear stability of the and po-
larizations in the parameter space , for anisotropy param-
eters corresponding to type II PS and type I PS respectively. The
stability of the and polarizations was calculated by solving
the characteristic equation for the eigenvalues, (44) in [10]. The
lines separating the stability regions in the parameter space are
those for which the real part of an eigenvalue is equal to zero.

It can be observed that the parameter space is divided into
four different regions. In I both linear polarizations are unstable;
in II and III there is monostability: only or is stable; in IV
there is bistability (both linear polarizations are stable). Near the
threshold there is monostability: is stable in Fig. 1(a) while
is stable in Fig. 1(b). The range of injection current values for
monostable polarization increases with in Fig. 1(a) while is
rather independent of in Fig. 1(b).

In the following we investigate the influence of small-ampli-
tude current modulation in these different regions. We focus on
assessing the role of the spin-flip rate, and thus vary while
keeping other parameters constant.

We calculate the small-signal modulation response inte-
grating numerically the full model equations, (1)–(4), without
linearization. The time-traces of the intensities of the two linear
polarizations, , and of the total intensity,

, were Fourier transformed and we
selected the spectral component at the modulation frequency,

. The modulation response was normalized to
the response of the total intensity at the lowest frequency, i.e.,
we computed .

A. Negative Dichroism and Small Birefringence

We consider anisotropy parameters and in the param-
eter region of type II PS (the polarization is stable close to
threshold). We increase the value of the spin-flip rate, keeping
all other parameters constant. This corresponds to an horizontal
scan in Fig. 1(a). We chose in order to find different
regions along the scan.

First, we describe the dynamics in the absence of current
modulation. The time evolution of the total intensity and of the

and polarizations is displayed in Fig. 2. For low no linear
polarization is stable and we observe oscillations of the intensi-
ties of the two polarizations [Fig. 2(a) and (b)]. The oscillations
are anticorrelated but are not perfectly in antiphase, and thus the
total intensity also displays self-sustained oscillations [as shown

Fig. 2. Time traces of the total intensity, and of the � and � polarizations in the
absence of current modulation, for various values of the spin-flip rate: 10 ns
(a); 20 ns (b); 30 ns (c); 40 ns (d); 120 ns (e). Other parameters
� � ���� ns � � � � rad/ns, � � ���� � � �� ns . The total
intensity is plotted with a black line, the � polarization with a red line, and the
� polarization with a blue line.

in detail in the insets of Fig. 2(a) and 2(b)]. As increases the
following regimes are predicted from the linear stability anal-
ysis: the polarization is stable [Fig. 2(c)], for larger both
polarizations are stable, and the output is either or polarized
depending on the transient laser turn-on. Near the borders of the
bistability region, in addition to the linearly polarized states, el-
liptically polarized states are also stable [Fig. 2(d)]. For even
larger , only the polarization is stable [Fig. 2(e)]. The rep-
resentation of these states using the Poincare Sphere results in
fixed points and limit cycles, as shown in Fig. 5 of [10], and in
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Fig. 3. Polarization-resolved power spectrum (total intensity: thick line, � and
� intensities: thin lines, color online: � red and � blue). Parameters are as in
Fig. 2.

Figs. 2 and 3 of [19], that were done for similar parameters as
Fig. 2.

The corresponding power spectra of the total and the modal
intensities are displayed in Fig. 3, and the modulation responses,
in Fig. 4. For low , Fig. 3(a) and (b), several peaks are ob-
served in the spectra of the linear polarizations and also in the
spectrum of the total intensity. These peaks result in complex
modulation responses, shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b). The charac-
teristic single-peaked response is observed only when the output
is linearly polarized [Fig. 4(c) and (e)]. In contrast, when there
is dynamic instability or elliptic polarization there is a multi-
peaked modulation response of the total intensity and of both
orthogonal polarizations. In the region of bistability the modu-
lation response is single-peaked but there is a distortion at low
frequencies, as is discussed in the next subsection.

We note that the modulation-response and the relative inten-
sity noise (RIN) are related in the limit of small signals, and
thus is interesting to compare the results presented here with the
RIN calculated analytically and numerically in [19]: the RINs
displayed in Fig. 3(b) and (e) of [19] compare well with the
modulation response displayed in Fig. 4(c) and (e) (dominant
polarization: and respectively), while the multipeaked re-
sponse displayed in Fig. 4(a), (b), and (d) occurs for parameters
that were not analyzed in [19].

We investigated the variation of the frequency of the main
resonance with the injection current dc value and with the

Fig. 4. Modulation response (total intensity: thick line, � and � intensities: thin
lines, color online: � red and � blue). Parameters are as in Fig. 2, and � �

����.

spin-flip rate. Fig. 5(a) displays the frequency of the main peak
in the spectrum of the total intensity, as a function of , for
two values of the spin flip rate. The frequency increases with
the injection current, but non-monotonically, i.e., there are
some abrupt variations that often are accompanied by changes
in the dominant polarization, as shown in Fig. 5(b), where it
can also be observed that the frequency of the peak varies with
the square-root of , in the same way as the relaxation
oscillation frequency. We note that our results are in agrement
with the observations of Sondermann et al. [20] where a kink
in the plot of the relaxation oscillation frequency versus current
was observed at the PS point (see [20, Fig. 2]).

In regions where the emission is linearly polarized, the
modulation response is almost independent of the value of
the spin-flip rate. This is shown in Fig. 6, that compares the
modulation response when the emission is polarized (for

ns ) and when is polarized (for ns ).

B. Positive Dichroism and Large Birefringence

Let us now consider anisotropy parameters in the parameter
region of type I PS (the polarization is stable at threshold).
Again, we increase the value of the spin-flip rate, keeping other
parameters constant, and this corresponds to an horizontal scan
in Fig. 1(b). We chose in order to find different re-
gions along the scan.
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Fig. 5. (a) Frequency of the main peak in the power spectrum of the total inten-
sity for � � �� ns (circles) and 20 ns (dots). (b) Frequency of the main
peak in the power spectrum of the � polarization (circles), the � polarization
(squares) and the total intensity (dots) for � � �� ns .

Fig. 6. Modulation response in parameter regions of polarization monosta-
bility: for � � �� ns (squares) the � polarization turns on; for � � ���

ns the � polarization turns on (circles).

The following regimes are predicted from the linear stability
analysis: for very low there is polarization instability; how-
ever, these values are too low to be considered realistic for prac-
tical VCSELs. We start the scan at values of where the po-
larization is stable. For larger both polarizations are stable,
and if the noise is not too strong, there is stable emission in either

or polarization (with strong noise levels there is polariza-
tion mode hopping as discussed below). For even larger only

Fig. 7. Modulation response for positive dichroism and large birefringence.
� � �� ns (a); 100 ns (b); 200 ns (c). The noise strength is � �

�� ns , other parameters are indicated in the text.

Fig. 8. Time traces of the total and modal intensities in the stochastic mode
hopping regime. Parameter are as in Fig. 7(b) (� � ��� ns ) and the noise
level is � � �� ns .

the polarization is stable. The polarization-resolved modula-
tion response, displayed in Fig. 7, is single-peaked in the three
regions and the resonance occurs at the same frequency (that
is the relaxation oscillation frequency) for both linear polariza-
tions. Comparing Fig. 7(a)–(b), we can also notice that the re-
sponse of the total intensity is independent of the value of the
spin-flip rate. It is interesting to notice the similarity between
the response of the dominant polarization in Fig. 7 and early
work by Agrawal [22] on the RIN of the main mode and of the
side mode of a two-mode semiconductor laser ([22, Fig. 1(a) and
(b)]). This similarity can be understood in terms of the study of
Erneaux and co-workers [23], that showed that in the limit of
large birefringence, the main influence of is an increase of
cross-saturation gain.

Next, we investigate the role of noise-induced polarization
mode hopping, occurring in domains of polarization bistability,
when the spontaneous emission noise is large enough. Fig. 8 dis-
plays the typical time traces of the total and modal intensities,
and Fig. 9 displays the modulation response for the same param-
eters as Fig. 7, but with stronger noise (in these figures the spon-
taneous emission noise strength is ns ). It can be
noticed that polarization hopping mainly affects the modulation
response at low frequencies. In the bistability region, Fig. 9(b),
both modes are equally dominant and their response is the same
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Fig. 9. Modulation response for positive dichroism and large birefringence.
The strength of spontaneous emission is � � �� ns , all other parameters
are as in Fig. 7.

at low and high frequencies. In contrast, in the monostable re-
gions, the response of both polarizations is the about same at
low frequencies, but for frequencies above the relaxation oscil-
lation frequency, the response of the dominant polarization [
in Fig. 9(a), in Fig. 9(c)] is higher.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The modulation response of a free-running VCSEL was nu-
merically investigated using the spin-flip model. We found that
in regions of polarization dynamical instability the modulation
response exhibits multiple resonance peaks, whose frequencies
vary with the injection current and the spin-flip rate. These res-
onances occur for low values of the spin-flip rate and arise from
anticorrelated self-sustained oscillations of the two linear po-
larizations. We also demonstrated that within regions of stable
single polarization the modulation response is as that of a single-
mode laser, and is rather unaffected by the value of the spin-flip
rate. Since affects the coupling of the two polarizations, can
be expected that varying while keeping the other parameters
constant will have an impact on the small-signal modulation re-
sponse, only in parameter regions where there is polarization
competition, and will have no influence on the response, in re-
gions where the laser emits a stable, single polarization. How-
ever, if the amplitude of the current modulation is large enough,
the response of the VCSEL will depend on , regardless of the
stability of the polarizations in the absence of modulation. Here
we focused only on the influence of small amplitude modula-
tion, that can be characterized by the usual small-signal modu-
lation response, that we calculated numerically integrating the
full model equations, without linearization. We also investigated
the influence of noise-induced polarization mode hopping, that
occurs in domains of bistability, when the spontaneous emis-
sion noise is large enough. We found that polarization hopping
mainly results in a distortion of the modulation response at low
frequencies.

It will be interesting to consider, as a natural continuation
of the present study, the impact of thermal effects. While
long-wavelength VCSELs have several advantages that make
them very attractive for data links and optical fiber technolo-
gies, they have a relatively large room-temperature gain-cavity
spectral misalignment that results in a significant tempera-
ture sensitivity. The interplay of thermal effects, polarization
switching, and current modulation was studied experimentally
and theoretically by Verschaffelt et al. [24]. By modulating the
bias current around the PS point and measuring the critical mod-
ulation amplitude necessary to force polarization switching, as a
function of the modulation frequency, they obtained a so-called
polarization modulation frequency response (PMFR) that
showed the same cut-off frequency as the thermal frequency
response, suggesting the importance of thermal effects. In a
follow up study [25] they compared the PMFR of gain-guided
and index-guided VCSELs, finding different behaviors: while
thermal effects only seemed to play a minor role in the PS of
index-guided VCSELs, they seemed to be responsible for the
PS in gain-guided devices. These observations were explained
within the framework of a rate-equation model [23] that can be
derived from the spin-flip model in the limit of large spin-flip
rate and large birefringence. The original spin-flip model was
extended in [26] to account for the thermal shift of the cavity
frequency and the material gain. The investigation of the role of
thermal effects in the modulation response, within the frame-
work of this extended spin-flip model, is in progress and will
be reported elsewhere.

Our results are of interest for the use of VCSELs emitting
on the fundamental transverse mode, in applications where the
VCSEL is modulated at a well-defined modulation frequency,
since for these applications, a pronounced peak in the modu-
lation response is an attractive feature that results in improved
modulation performance.
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